ABOUT THE GAME

In The Island of El Dorado, each player is the leader of a civilization seeking to explore the island and control its four ancient shrines. You’ll discover resources, bodies of water, and the shrines themselves in a landscape which is different every single time you play. Build farmhouses and create villagers to gather resources and grow your economy. Occupy strategic locations on the map using forts and armies to defend against the other explorers who seek to control the island before you do. The most powerful shrine is hidden in a cave somewhere on the island, but be wary as you enter; the cave is the most dangerous part of El Dorado! Civilizations will rise and fall as each player explores, gathers, and fights to control the four shrines of El Dorado! The first player to control all four shrines wins the game.

WHY IT’S UNIQUE

A Mix of Different Genres
Inspired by many games, gameplay feels familiar but plays unlike any other. It has been categorized as a Euro, 4X, civilization, war and race game, but it is not exclusively any of these.

Tense & Explosive Moments
Bold explorations, epic battles and unthinkable comebacks will have you out of your seat and pacing the room.

A New Strategy Every Game
There are over \(10^{60}\) possible map layouts, each with a unique size, shape and landscape. Combined with eight unique character abilities, every game will call for a different strategy.

Easy to Learn & Lots of Depth
Tile laying, combat and resource management elegantly come together to create an experience that is exciting and memorable for both novice and veteran gamers.